Give each person a FALL 2020 Look Book. You read the clues...first person to
shout out the page # where it’s found gets the gift passed to her. Whoever has it in
the end, keeps it. Use something small for the gift. It’s the search that makes this
fun! Super way to introduce new products, a terrific ice breaker at guest events,
product previews or even a business debut.
If doing this via Zoom, be sure that each guest has a LOOK BOOK, then show the
wrapped gift at the beginning, have 1st to find a clue shout out page number & at
the end, send gift to the winner. Easy for consultants to do at their own parties!
Let’s play a game...with this gift I will part. If you were the first to arrive, that’s where we’ll start!
(Give gift to that person to start the game)

You might have thought this gift was for you, but I’ve got another idea or two. Hang on to the gift and
think for a bit, then hand it the first to find our DAZZLING DUOS for eyes & cheeks. (8)
Target advanced Signs of Aging! Can you find our Time Wise Repair Volu-Firm set. (18)
Next it’s the search to discover the BEAUTY of MARY KAY BEST SELLERS!! (26)
POWER UP HIS ROUTINE! Treat him to the MKMen Skin Care Regimen! (24)
Now be the first to find GLIMMER & GLAM...makeup artist look showing shimmer is in! (9)
LOVE YOUR SKIN...the beauty of Mary Kay is that it is totally customizable for your skin! (14-15)
Explore Natural Certified Skin Care...naturally derived ingredients & gentle formulas! (20-21)
SHAKE (& SWIPE) IT OFF! Refresh, redo or remove eye looks with a few gentle swipes! (11)
Our big launch for Fall: LIP GLOSS WITHOUT LIMITS...Cream, Pearl, & Shimmer! (4-7)

You’ll love these new makeup artist looks: STARRY EYES & “NO MAKEUP” MAKEUP (12-13)
READY, SET, CORRECT! Mary Kay at Play Color Correcting Stick is like a magic wand! (10)
Now search for our way to instantly revive your eyes….Mary Kay Hydrogel Eye Patches (17)
You want it, you need it! Get it all right here or host a party with me to earn some products for FREE!
Find our Complete Shopping Guide….see all the products to keep you looking fabulous! (28-35)
(The person who finds this last clue first get to keep the gift!)
From the mascara you’ll wear everyday to the most on-trend makeup to skin care that keeps you
looking radiant….let me help you express your natural beauty! Whether it’s products for you or
gifts for friends...or even some career information on how you can do what I do…when it comes
to shopping with me, it’s really all about YOU!
“Let’s Go Shopping!” Look Book Game is created by Sales Director Margaret Neill

